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sat for more than days At the time - was a 24v system. Seemed to help for awhile - but not long
and was back to not starting if sat for more than a few days. After many suggestions to switch
the tractor over to 12v- I bit the bullet and bought the kit. Switched her over didnt seem to have
any problems. Followed the enclosed directions. Hooked the batteries up parrallel Both pos to
starter - both negs to tractor frame Same thing - accept seemingly worse now. Tractor sits for
one day.. Started some trouble shooting. Hooked up a load tester. Both batteries showing volts
after a charge. To my understanding - with the key off So seem to have some stray voltage
here? Went up to the key - all spades on back side are used. I dont have a clue where to go next
Thanks for any insight. Reply With Quote. Re: John Deere Electrical Problem. Originally Posted
by cornstalk. Hello all, Have a problem with my Have been having trouble with my fuel gauge for
as long as I've had the tractor - 1. This past summer I replaced the sender - thinking that would
cure it. Is there anyway to isolate the fuel guage circuit - to see if this is indeed the problem? I
can live without the fuel guage as I have for the past year. Could always fix that later. Thanks for
the help. The white wire spade was broken off from behind the switch. Checked my wires for
voltage with the key off- The blue, and brown are hot 12v's. I have a grey wire that is dim hot
with my test light - meter showed 2v's. The rest of the wires were dead with the key off grn, dbl
black, broken white. Interestingly - I started the tractor up and ran the idle up a little - and
checked that broken white wire behind the switch for voltage - nothing Put meter on battery's
with tractor running - shows it's charging - I also checked the current via positive terminal post to positive cable with the tractor off. Showing a 10v draw. The isolator switches on the batteries
appeared to work in preventing the draw - as I had Had sat overnight. I did post this on the
tractors. Let me know if any of this is indicating anything to anyone. I just can't remember how
the wiring was laid out. I had my 12V conversion done by a JD dealer so I'm not real familiar
about exactly how it was done. Your voltages on charging and for the batteries after charging
sound very good. A 10v draw is a pretty good amount. You could try disconnect the fuel
sending unit or the wire from the back of the guage to check that. Mine never worked An
isolator switch on the batteries or disconnecting the positive terminals I had to do that on a
Ford for awhile would help on the short term until you could get it traced out. Do any of your
lights work after the conversion? Mine didn't. Checking the wiring at the back of all the controls,
guages, and starter looking for stray voltage is about all I can suggest. Sorry I couldn't be of
more help. Good Luck. Good judgment comes from experience, and a lot of that comes from

bad judgment. Will Rogers The farmer is the only man in our economy who buys everything at
retail, sells everything at wholesale and pays the freight both ways. John F. Flusher: Thats very
interesting that you mention this. Talked to my uncle about this last night - he has a He tells me
the orange wire going to the fuel sender is a ground wire. When I told him the gauge was
pegged out - he figured the wire was "shorting" out some place. Re: John Deere Electrical
Problem Something on the tractor is going to ground and draining your battery over a period of
time. Could be the switch that you found broken. The bestway to troubleshoot this is to fully
charge the batteries, the set up your voltmeter to measure the amperage draw when the tractor
is turned off. You should see some reading of current draw. Then you will need to start
disconnecting the wiring harness one lead at a time and check the meter. If you see the current
draw go down when you disconnect something, theres your problem or part of it. If you go
through the entire tractor and nothing seems to change, then you may have a harness that is
shorting to ground somewhere. That's going to take some time to sort out. BTW, All times are
GMT The time now is AM. Other trademarks on this page are the property of their respective
owners. A fuel gauge on a tractor works the same as an automotive fuel gauge. The most
important thing to remember is that the gauge and the sending unit must be a matched pair. For
example, a Chevy gauge and the sending unit are both operating in the zero- to ohm range.
There are several different gauges and sending units so, unless both are being replaced, the
operation range must be found for a proper indication. Turn the ignition switch on. Touch the
negative lead on the voltmeter to a good ground and touch each side of the fuses with the
positive lead of the voltmeter to check for blown fuses. Replace any fuse that does not show
power on both sides of the fuse. Check for an open broken wire between the gauge and fuse if
there is no power. Look for any loose connections on the rear of the gauge. The gauge should
have a good ground going from the negative terminal to ground. Put one of the ohmmeter's
leads on the negative terminal and the other on a good ground. There should be no resistance.
If there is resistance, repair the ground. Check for power at the sending unit. There should be 12
volts. Check the ground to the frame for resistance with the ohmmeter. If there is power at the
sender and a good ground and the gauge still does not work, the sender is bad. Don Bowman
has been writing for various websites and several online magazines since He has owned an
auto service facility since and has over 45 years of technical experience as a master ASE tech.
Bowman has a business degree from Pennsylvania State University and was an officer in the U.
Army aircraft maintenance officer, pilot, six Air Medal awards, two tours Vietnam. Step 1 Turn
the ignition switch on. Step 3 Look for any loose connections on the rear of the gauge. Your
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